REUNION TOP UPS
Valid until 31 October 2017
TOUR DESCRIPTION
Incredible Volcano: The bus will leave the hotel
towards the "Piton de la Fournaise" considered one
of the most active on the planet. The drive will take
you to the high plains of La plaine des Cafres a lush
and cool landscape where most bovine industry is
situated. The first stop will be at the Nez de Boeuf an
incredible viewpoint at an altitude of 2070 m looking
down into a caldera information, la Rivière des
Rampart

DAYS OF OPERATION
Daily

DURATION
Full Day

PRICE
€208

Cilaos Landscapes and Ramparts :
Your tour starts with an early departure to the
southern part of the island. The ascent starts with a
drive through the village of la Rivière Saint Louis
before crossing the Saint Etienne River on a road
known as the 400 turns. The village of Cilaos is at an
altitude of 1300m, and is situated in one of three
calderas on the island
Salzie Luxuriance and Waterfalls:
Departure from the hotel at 8h00, towards the north
of the Island and through its capital "Saint Denis".
Still driving north you will reach the East side of the
Island renown for the sugar cane plantation.
You will then make a stop at the Niagara waterfall in
Saint Suzanne, before visiting the vanilla plantation
to discover this amazing Orchid and the process of
hand pollination.

Daily

Full day

€208

daily

Full Day

€208

Helilagon - The Magical :
A glimpse of Reunionese beauty.
Discover splendid cirques (Mafate and Salazie) and
the impressive Iron Hole with its 300m high
waterfall. You will fly over breath-taking ramparts
before admiring the peaceful turquoise waters of
the lagoon.
An adventure to be remembered, full of emotions.

Daily

€250

Helilagon - The Mafate
Discover islets from the end of the earth.
Enjoy an unobstructed view of this emblematic site.
You will fly over saint Paul's bay and discover the
authentic cirque of Mafate and its islets hidden in a
well preserved and generous nature. This cirque can
only be reached walking or flying. Richness
guaranteed!
Departures from our base in LÉperon in Saint Gilles

Daily

€113

Helilagon - The Unavoidable one :
It includes: the 3 cirques, the Iron Hole, the Volcano
and the west coast. A highly colourful island Red for
the Plain of Sands and its moon shaped Scenery, for
the volcano, Furnace Peak, one of the most active in
the world.
Green for the cirques, Mafate and its remote islets,
Salazie and its luxuriant flora, Cilaos and its
incredibly steep ramparts, Belouve / Bebour and its
primary forrest. Yellow for the Reunionese sun and
western beaches Blue for the lagoon, the coral reef
and the impressive waterfall in the Iron Hole where
one can admire, if lucky, a beautiful rainbow.
Departure from our base in L’Eperon in Saint Gilles

Daily

€335

Paragliding - The Panoramic:
You go for a nice big air ride, offering a magnificent
view over the entire west of the Island. After an
overview of the primary forest of upper Saint Leu
(tamarins and cryptomeria), facing the Indian Ocean,
we will extend your flight through the first thermals.
The overview of the Lagoon and turtles will also be
in the program before landing on the beach.
Elevation: 1600 m.

Daily

€131

Paragliding -The fun:
Flight from Colimaçons 800. Farms of thermals for
flight duration. You can if conditions allow, try your
hand at flying the glider and finish off over Lagoons
with some acrobatics.
Elevation: 800 m.

Daily

€113

Sunset Cruise:
Admire the sunset colours of the Indian Ocean in a
local festive atmosphere.

Daily

1h30

€31

Half Day

€77

Half Day

€71

Quad biking
Make the most unusual trip down a mountainside
on a specially adapted four-wheeled cycle, unique to
the island. No experience is required and you are
accompanied by a guide.
This is the most fun you can have on a bicycle using
just pedal power. Enjoy the beautiful scenery and
sea views as you descend.
The excursions last from 1 hour to half a day
½ day ride (with technical assistant): Volcano
*Minimum 2 / Maximum 12 people
½ day ride (with instructor): Maido/Tevelave
*Minimum 2 / Maximum 12 people

St Paul Market Tour
Considered one of the most beautiful of the island, it
is a must to visit St Pauls Market. During the visit you
will be immersed in a fabulous atmosphere, flavours
and extraordinary local scents. You will find not only
crafts, but also many spices, succulent exotic fruits
and countless varieties of vegetables.

Daily

Half Day

€108

Please note that minimum number of passengers might apply for certain tours. Children rates on
request. Thompson’s standard terms & conditions apply. Above rates are based on per person.

